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Storage companies look for different types of storage options. Cantilever racking is mainly used in
the warehouses, lumbar houses and other storage places for storing heavy weight items. These
racking are very sturdy and can hold very heavy items like electrical gadgets and load carrying
furniture. Brackets, braces and upright structures are provided to give sufficient support to the racks.

Coolroom shelving are used in places where temperature controlled items are kept. Some articles
are highly sensitive to high temperatures and can be kept in such racks with great care. No damage
will be done to such articles. They will be preserved in good conditions for long time. Some hotel
businesses try to stock their groceries and confectionery in such places.

Library shelving is very essential for the libraries storing large number of books. Libraries have
several sections for stocking books of several subjects. Some libraries need to expand their
capacity for storing new books and journals coming in recent times. They choose the shelves from
the manufacturers and ask for the ones that are long lasting. Sturdy shelves can store heavy books
and heavy weight encyclopedia. The shelves can be divided into compartments for making the
library members find books in easy way.

Locker is very important to people needing to move around for job requirements. They cannot carry
valuable items along with them at all times. They need to store the items safely so that those do not
get stolen or misplaced during the move. People having space crunch in their homes can buy
lockers for sale to stock their valuable articles and documents. Buy the lockers when they are given
out in the market. Some lockers can carry heavy weight items while others have light weight items.
The cantilever types of racks have the potential to withstand weight of 2500 pounds. Large articles
like steel materials and construction articles can also be stored in such shelves. Corrugated pipes
can also be kept in such structures with no difficulty of falling down.

Racking of strong quality is made by welding its bottoms to the ground and providing braces for the
holding places. The upright support gives additional support to the huge weight items. The
distribution of weight takes place evenly by making the space flattened. Both horizontal and vertical
stability will be maintained by providing enough support to the shelves. The stocking racks are
properly tested before being installed in the warehouses.

The manufacturers make great efforts in making the shelves highly strong to store furniture and
building equipments. The shelving can be expanded with addition of compartments when need
arises. Lockers also have many racks for stocking items. One can increase the number of racks
depending on the increasing needs of the storage items. Many companies are using racks that can
be recycled. People are becoming environment conscious and trying to save Mother Earth in every
way. Let the experts install the racks in appropriate places in the warehouses. They have the
expertise and experience to give proper support to the racks and lockers.
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